• Sounds great, but… Parnas and Clement 86 There Is No Rational Agent
• Lots of reasons:
-Customers don't know what they want, -don't know everything we need in advance, -we're only human, -external change, -preconceived notions, -economic limitations… -the list goes on • We abandon "rational" design. . . Parnas and Clement 86 Why Document? Extending Parnas's work
• A concrete way to achieve the goals Parnas and Clements lay out.
• By improving our tools, we improve our ability to create coherent documents.
-contain all of the information we may be interested.
-from the start through to the finish.
• If the proposed "Software Documents" existed, it would be much easier to produce "Rational Documentation." View-oriented Modeling?
• "View" is a projection of the root model of the system with only a certain type of information in it.
-Projection: is analogous with geometric projection of multi-dimensional objects into lower dimensions.
• A "Model" for the creation of multiagent systems based on the idea of creating and using seven "views" on the system.
J. Lind 2000
Iterative View Engineering
• How to create the views and models?
• Combines:
• Roundtrip Engineering (Balzert 98) • Iterative Enhancement (Basili and Turner 75)
• Using IE as a repeated subprocess to extend RE -Adding IE steps to the creation of the model, the implementation -Adding trips around the whole process J. Lind 2000 Extending Parnas's work
• adding to the corpus of work on abstract documentation processes.
• using the observations Parnas and Clements made about rational design processes.
-"any specification is initially incomplete" -Parnas and Clements provided useful ideas for the difficult problem of developing documentation, and software. Why Should This Paper Cite Parnas?
• It must be possible to integrate quickand-dirty code and only later document it • This is a way of faking a rational design process
